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Bullying is not new, it has been around since man began, thus not 
really newsworthy in a sense, its just bad behavior. It receives much 
attention when it happens in, by and to children, but why do we 
allow it, even idolize this bad behavior, in adults???  

To me this makes no sense.  I watch (as I flip through my basic 5 
channel cable TV setup) I am amazed at how many times we give 
top ratings to that espouse very childish and bullying behavior.  
Just to name a few,  for example, Lets take Hell's Kitchen and the 
clones of this program like the kitchen makeover.  Who in their right 
mind would give anything but a disgusting turn-off to the screaming 
and aggressive and bullying behavior our of Chef Ramsey and his 
colleagues.  This is nothing but very childish bullying that I suppose 
has the intention of boosting up the ego of the perpetrator.  Hell's 
kitchen and this tyrant apparently get top ratings. If I ran TV they 
would never have made it through the first episode.  Take the Simon 
Cowel version on American Idol, not quite so explosive, but at least 
as demeaning in some cases, and full of self agrandisement. 

What about from the pulpit?, rampant.  From my experience (not in 
the church pews but having employed a minister (possibly a self 
taught - and by his own testimony having had many encounters with 
the law and jail) NOW uses his divine "connection with the eternal" 
as a vehicle for self righteous bullying of his congregation.  He 
espoused to me that he worked on "god's time" and to me it was 
just a case of using God's name as an opportunity to push and 
shove anyone who got in his way and to excuse what everyone else 
would have called bad behavior.  Why do we continue to 
give audience to Vesuvial behavior? It certainly is not part
of the approach used by the Messiah. 

Celebrity Bullies



dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of G-d”

Daily calendar sayings for July 2013:
All about searching, searching hearts, 

having one's heart searched and seeking 
to find the abundant life (aka, the 

kingdom of the eternal)
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Play an inspirational crossword 
puzzles.  These are made from 

my studying and do not 
represent anything except a 

seeking mind and heart, but for 
me they are a venue into deeper 
understanding of what I really 

struggle with and do not (and by 
nature of being human) cannot 

fathom.  Its all awesome.
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Nearing completion is an awesome

set of counted cross stitch

Stations of the Cross by CLK Mairs
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Links to cross stitch Stations
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I am working on XV

X XI XIII XIV XVI
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New patterns posted in JUNE
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Counted cross stitch
station of the cross -
Station XI Christ crucified
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